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Thrilling account of a spectacular
knock-out race

The Fantastic
Flying
Competition
SEBASTIAAN VAN DONINCK &
TJIBBE VELDKAMP
Ten teams line up at the start of the Flying Competition for Birds.
They’re all bursting to win, except that Team Owl has overslept yet
again. During the race, the competitors find themselves in
difficulties one by one. Team Flamingo never gets off the ground,
Team Hawk leaves its plane by ejector seat and Team OstrichPenguin crashes. It’s a real knock-out race, with only Team
Chicken apparently spared. Or are the chickens not completely
playing fair, determined as they are to go home with the cup? Their
sabotage is quickly discovered, and they’re blocked by the other
teams just short of the finish. No winner this year then. Or has
another formidable competitor been overlooked?

You will never tire of looking at these
drawings
NRC HANDELSBLAD

In thirteen large, detailed landscapes with more than 300 birds,
outlandish aircraft and high-spirited supporter chicks with little
flags, illustrator Sebastiaan Van Doninck takes the reader along for
a thrilling contest full of humorous details. In the bright
watercolours we discover the real story of the race.

One of the most memorable picture books
of the year
MAPPALIBRI
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Sebastiaan Van Doninck (b. 1979) is a
master at drawing animals with human
characteristics, capturing them on paper
with humour and graceful elegance. He
works both digitally and traditionally, tailoring
his colours to the atmosphere of the story.
Van Doninck aims for a personal, honest
style: content and emotion come first. His
pictures look fresh and have a cheerful,
rather nostalgic atmosphere. But there’s
always something lurking in the shadows; his
cheerfulness has a dark edge. He knows
exactly how to create a dazzling universe
and has been winning plaudits for it all over
the world. Photo © Patrick Verbeeck Tjibbe
Veldkamp (b. 1962) has been a successful
Dutch children’s book author for more than
twenty years. He commands practically all
genres, from the picture book to the young
adult novel, and has received a number of
prizes. His work often involves the
experience of thrilling adventures, or being
naughty. Photo © Chris van Houts
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